
1500 Gold Good £8.00
Players start with a team of three runners each hoping to compete in the prestigious Olympic 1500m finals. 
In the first stage these athletes are trained by moving them around a special track with the objective of 
gaining useful tactics cards. Then mini qualifying races are run to see which of the athletes will get 
through the quarter and semi final rounds. This makes use of dice and cards and the underlying quality of 
the athletes. The final is run out in full on a race track and running cards and tactic cards are used along 
with risk taking to squeeze through gaps and positioning to gain from being in the pack.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1995 2 6 0 0

6-Tage Rennen Good £20.00
Very well regarded cycle racing game. Allegedly produced by a cycling accessory firm, and pieced together 
by the staff. Play is conducted through a number of races, scoring points and, hopefully, not dropping too 
many laps behind the front runners. Cards determine movement, and everybody has the same mix of cards 
at the start of each race. If after movement you land on a space with other cyclists your movement is 
increased according to the number of cyclists there - thus encouraging riders to stay in the pack.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1986 3 8 5,6,7,8 0

Ab die Post! Good £15.50
Race game, nominated for the German Spiel des Jahres. Players fly their bi-planes on postal delivery 
routes, in a race to deliver all their mail despite the other players and bad weather. As usual with this 
company, very nice componentsincluding a special storm cloud shaker which is used to determine progress 
and when a storm will come. Players can take shorter routes, but getting caught in a storm on these is much 
worse.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 3 6 3,4,5,6 8

Animal Olympics Playable £5.00
Card game in which the cards are numbered 1-39 and show various animals running a race.  Each player must 
form a row of 8 cards ordered lowest to the left and highest to the right.  Each turn a card can be placed 
in one of the gaps, or ifit cannot be placed then it is passed to the next player.  The first player to have a 
complete row of 8 cards wins.  Quite a bit of skill since as the game goes on a large proportion of the cards 
are open so players can work out where they should place a card.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1990 2 4 2,3 5–10

Around the World in 80 Days Playable £6.00
Race game based on the Jules Verne story. Game play involves using cards to move from space to space 
along a track. In order to make a move a numbered card must be played which matches the currently 
availabletransport type. Special cards allow the current transport method to be changed, or hinder other 
players, and landing on certain spaces gives additional benefits, often allowing a further card play, making 
quite long moves possible from time to time. Recommended as a light but enjoyable game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1987 2 6 2,3,4 8
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Ausgebremst Playable £15.00
Second version of this game system, originally seen in Ave Caesar, but most consider this motor racing 
version to be the superior design as it includes additional options such as presorting cards into 'gears' to 
allow different strategies. Cards are used to drive the cars, but there are card playing limitations on the 
lead car, while those behind run the risk of being blocked or having to go around the outside of bends, 
wasting precious movement points. 3 double-sided boards, making various combinations of different tracks. 
I will also include my own house rules too. Highly recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1993 3 6 3,4,5,6 8

Ballonrennen Playable £12.00
Lighthearted game with loads of luck, but just great fun to play. The five balloons in the race are 
extremely elegant, and can be set to different heights to represent their height-band in the air. Added to 
these are little plastic gas canisters and ballast sacks for ascending and descending. Players make use of 
the wind generally being stronger higher up than at lower levels and must guide their balloon in order to 
deliver the mail to specific points!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1977 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Baseball Strategy Excellent £7.00
Wonderful head-to-head game of strategy. Players must choose their 9 man team and make decisions at 
every play - to hit, to bunt, to sacrifice, if you are pitching rather than batting, to throw a curve ball, a 
fast ball or perhaps make the batsman walk. These are only a selection of the decisions to be made. Very 
clever, and easy to learn even if you do not know baseball. Certainly the best non-statistical baseball game 
ever devised.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1973 2 2 1,2 10

BasketBoss Excellent £12.00
The players are the managers of basketball teams, and will need to draft good players in order to win 
trophies over a series of seasons. Each player has a strength card showing how well they will play each 
season, and the assistance of trainers, player agents, the banker and even the referee(!) can help you in 
your quest for glory.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 5 3,4,5 8

The Best of Dragon Magazine Games Excellent £15.00
A very nice collection of games that have featured in The Dragon magazine over the years. There is a 
mixture of abstract, fantasy, even sports games. Game titles and designers are: The Baton Races of Yaz by 
C C Stoll (race game); King's Table by Dale Oldfield & Mark Foster (a version of The Viking Game); Search 
for the Emperor's Treasure (fantasy adventure game) and File 13 (game about designing games!) both by 
Tom Wham; Ringside (boxing game) by Brian Blume; Food Fight (light hearted brawl / wargame) by Bryce 
Knorr. This set is in excellent condition - mostly unpunched, but box is slightly worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1990 2 6 1,2 10
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Champions 2020 Excellent £17.00
Big brother to the author's popular Street Soccer. Whereas Street Soccer gives a fast and furious 
simulation of 5-a-side football, this game takes a more detailed approach to 11-a-side professional football, 
and provides rules for many of the interesting aspects of top level soccer such as defensive or aggressive 
formations, use of offside traps and even deciding on the level of fouling you want your team to perform.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 2 2 8

Chess New £5.00
Compact chess set.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1475 2 2 2 6

Crazy Race Good £9.00
Card based race game, where the cards themselves become part of the board. Players are given cards 
telling them what position to aim for at 3 stages of a race. Movement is by dice, but this is far from the 
whole story as cards can be played tomake each player's lane shorter or longer and special cards can force 
other players to move faster or slower etc. It adds up to a very amusing but chaotic race. A good starter 
or finisher. I also have house rules which reduce the level of chaos a little.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 3 5 3,4,5 12

Um Reifenbreite Good £10.00
This is the reprint of the famously rare game Homas Tour. Won the German Spiel Des Jahres 1992. Bicycle 
racing game in which each player controls a team of 4 cyclists and the objective is to do as well as possible 
with all your riders. The basic mechanism emphasizes the importance of slipstreaming. Essentially the rider 
at the head of a line rolls 2d6 and moves, but those behind can either follow on using the same movement 
value, or decide the front man is too weak and roll for themselves. Neat idea. However, to make things 
more interesting there are also mountains, sprint sections, energy cards for surges when needed, event 
cards and even the option to grab onto a passing car - but don't get caught doing this!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1979 2 4 3,4 8

Detroit-Cleveland Grand Prix Good £15.00
Another version of Wolfgang Kramer's card driven motor racing game in which players first bid for cars 
knowing what cards they have to drive them with and then race them.  The cards generally have several of 
the car colours listed and how far each one must be moved.  There is plenty of scope for using cards which 
could have helped (but don't) another player's car if you play it right.  This set has a large double sided 
board with the Detroit Circuit on one side and the Cleveland Circuit on the other.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 8
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Edison & Co. Good £6.00
Race game. Players race their odd vehicles around a track that is first laid out with discs which ensure the 
game will play differently each time - they represent movement bonuses and hazards. Each player has an 
identical set of cards and players are given a secret target card which indicates the order in which they 
want the vehicles to finish. Players play cards which indicate the amount to move, a choice of vehicle to 
move and the direction in which to move. Once all are played they are used to move one of the vehicles 
accordingly.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 4 4 8

Fast Flowing Forest Fellers Excellent £15.00
Race game in which the players must get both of their log riders downstream as fast as possible. However 
in the way there are lots of logs as well as the other log riders, and unhelpful eddy currents which the log 
riders can get pushed into. Players play cards from a hand to determine their movement allowance and 
which log rider they can move each turn. There is plenty of scope for hindering your opponents as well as 
clever moves where one of your log riders can help the other one.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Favoriten Good £14.00
Excellent light but fun horse racing game which uses the author's distinctive cute graphics. Players take it 
in turns to roll dice and move the horses. Each horse must be moved once before any can be moved again. 
Thus horses you like should be moved when you roll high, and low rolls used for others' horses. However, 
the horses aren't initially allocated to the players, instead players may place one of several betting tokens 
on a horse before the dice are rolled. Early bets are more valuable, but are more risky as there is more of 
the race still to go. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1989 2 5 3,4,5 6

Football Strategy Good £10.00
Eamon considered this one of the best two-player games ever devised. Non-statistical. One player picks a 
play, the other a defence and the two results are cross-referenced to get a result. There is a high degree 
of skill in this because you know what you should call to get the best chance of a result in your favour, but 
the defence knows that as well. Will you call it? Will you double bluff?

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1982 2 4 2 10
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Formula-1 Playable £6.00
Old but good motor racing game. Players keep records of their speed, brake-wear and tyre-wear on their 
personal car dashboards. Dice are only used for testing whether corners have been successfully negotiated 
should they decide to drive toofast around them, and thus take a risk. Tactics cards can be used to good 
advantage, and the rules also cover pitting.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1962 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 8

Get Out New £4.50
A departure for this prolific company and designer, this is a round-the-board style game, where each 
player is racing to get the perfect job. The board comes in six card sheets that you can lay (or stick if you 
want a permanent board) together. The board is packed with squares to land on, and there is a lot of 
interaction as you all scheme to get out of the rat-race.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 2 8 4,5,6,7,8 0

Goldener Drache Playable £11.00
Fantasy board game in which the players race their dragons to the golden volcano. Very nice bits. 
Movement is very clever, using tiles which are ordered in a rack and are then placed so as to move either 
your own or other dragons(unless an objection card is played). There is a memory element to the game as 
well, but I don't find it is overwhelming - and I'm not a fan of memory games.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1992 2 5 2,3,4,5 6

GolfProfi Good £30.00
Very attractively produced golf game which uses a large hex-gridded board for the golf course, and a 
plethora of dice many with special markings to use depending on the handicap of the player and the club to 
be used for a shot. The game is very playable solo and the production standard, as ever with this company, 
is first rate. The mechanisms give quite a bit of choice and strategy, but insert luck to keep you on your 
toes.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 1 4 1,2,3,4 8

Hexen Rennen Excellent £10.00
Witch racing game which was on the 2001 Spiel Des Jahres recommended list. Each game a random race 
track is created using tiles which are all initially face down. Play involves movement by dice roll, but each 
player has three witches and can choose which to move each turn. The space landed on is then actioned and 
can result in further movement or possibly card play by the player moving or possibly even another player, 
so there is the opportunity to hinder other players. The first player to get all three of their witches to 
the end of the track wins the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 4 3,4 6
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Horse Fever Good £20.00
Horse racing and betting game in which the players will do anything to try to ensure their bets pay off. The 
players purchase cards which will give a wide variety of benefits such as horse / stable ownership to earn 
extra VPs, goal cards to provide a secret way to earn VPs, action cards and assistant cards which can 
influence the outcome of the race and / or cancel certain other cards. Movement cards and sprint dice are 
then used to run the race. Several races are played before the richest player is declared the winner.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 10

Junkyard Races In shrink £10.00
Players control carts which race around a junkyard. The junkyard is littered with all sorts of useful bits of 
equipment and traps you can set for other players. There is a dangerous shortcut you can choose to take 
too. Movement is by rolling 1-3 dice and moving over hex spaces, while keeping on the track. An amusingly 
chaotic race over multiple laps. Pit stops can be made to change around your cart's goodies. The box is 
packed full of stuff: the board, hex tiles, lots of cards,4 resin cast carts, and dice. Available as 'In Shrink' 
but also as a handmade version, possibly the version used by the author to playtest the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 8 2,3,4,5,6,

7,8
0

Kahmaté In shrink £10.00
Rugby game in which each player controls 6 men with different abilities, with whom they attempt to score 
tries. The game is tactical, and cards are used to resolve tackles, but you will need to preserve the stamina 
of your team in order to do well. Finalist of the French 2008 Tric Trac Award.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 2 2 10

Kaosball: The Fantasy Sport of Total Domination In shrink £25.00
Fantasy themed, rugby style shoot your opponents sports game with lovely miniatures. Cheating is allowed, 
as long as you make sure you have enough money to bribe the referee!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 4 2,3,4 10

Monster Derby Excellent £10.00
Race game. Players predict what they think will be the first four monsters over the finish line. Then the 
race starts with players using dice but getting lots of choice. For example, they can choose which one will 
move (and this varies based on its size or terrain), they can make monsters fight, or they can use a 
monster's special ability.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 10 2,3,4,5,6 0
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Palermo Good £10.00
Very attractive game with wooden pieces and tiles which make each game different. Each player runs a 
protection racket, and tries to extort money from the local pizzerias, restaurants, bars, etc. The game is 
played in two phases - Phase 1 where players use the tiles to 'build' the town to their advantage, and Phase 
2, where players move their mobster from place to place, collecting their payments. Essentially a race 
game, in which players try to set the course so it will be quick for themselves and slow for their opponents. 
Lots of tactical decisions, great bits and an interesting theme.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1992 3 5 4 0

PitchCar Mini Good £25.00
Miniature version of PitchCar / Carabande. A motor racing themed game with the mechanics of Carrom. You 
can design the course using the wooden track segments, and your cars are wooden discs, which you flick 
around the track. The track segments have a barrier on one side, off which the cars can bounce. There are 
penalties for knocking other cars off the track or ending up with your car flipped upside down. This set 
comes with 16 track pieces and the circuit is 2.5m long (so it will fit on a normal size table, unlike the full 
size version). Highly recommended. One player disc replaced with a similar size/weight disc, so still 
playable with 8.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 8 2,3,4,5,6,

7,8
5

Pole Position Good £9.00
Motor racing game. The board is set up differently each game, with round disks being placed in holes on 
the board at random to ensure a different experience each time. Players each have a set of number cards 
and play one at a time face down.They are revealed and resolved highest first. Players each have three 
cars and may move any one of them on their turn. It costs 1 point per space + 1 point for each car 
overtaken. A car may only be moved if it will end on an empty space, and some of these spaces will have 
various effects, such as an extra move forward, a move back, not being able to move that car for a turn 
etc, but then movement can be planned for. The player whose team of cars scores highest wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1989 2 5 3,4,5 12

Pony Express Good £7.50
Unusual betting and racing game. Players try to gain control of 2 horses in the 7 horse field and then lead 
them to victory. In the first stage of the game players place bets on horses and give out cards to the 
horses. By the end of the round ownership and odds will have been determined. In the race itself the horse 
owners try to make the best use of the cards assigned to each horse bearing in mind any special features 
of their track. Bets are paid off at the end of each race. There are some unusual mechanics which set it 
apart from other horse racing games. Wooden components. Designed by Alan R Moon, known from Ticket to 
Ride.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1991 2 6 3,4,5 14
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Powerboats Good £15.00
Race game which uses a geomorphic board showing a large lake with many little islands which make 
negotiating the course around the lake tricky, even without the opponents' boats which can also prove 
troublesome. The game uses a clever mechanism which makes use of many 3 sided dice. Each turn a player 
can accelerate or decelerate by taking more or putting back dice, and choosing which existing dice to keep 
as is and which to reroll. The resulting number is the number of spaces which must be moved in a straight 
line after an optional initial turn of the boat. Clever and fun.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 8

The Really Nasty Horse Racing Game Good £5.00
Horse racing game with really nicely made horses and jockeys. It is played over several races. Each player 
has the same selection of horses to use but can choose which race each should enter. Game play involves 
dice and special spaces on the board give bonus movement to the horses of the right type (more spaces 
available for better horses). Also start lane is very important, blocking is possible and it is easy to move 
out into the slower lanes but hard to get back into the faster ones.Money is gained by winning races or by 
betting on the winning horses. There is a neat system for setting the odds. What gives the game its name 
though is very potent cards which can make horses fall at specific spaces or start steward's inquiries etc.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 6 4,5,6 10

Savannah Tails Good £10.00
Ostrich racing game. Players play cards drawn from individual decks to move their ostriches. The colour 
played indicates which lane one must end in, and the number how far one can move. Lane switching rules 
ensure that blocking and being blocked needs to be taken into account, and if you have a good space in 
front of your ostrich then not changing lanes can give a good bonus movement. Light, fun and fast paced.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 5 3,4,5 6

Soccer Tactics World Good £8.00
Soccer game played on a big board with wooden playing pieces. Game play involves the use of dice to move 
men and the ball, but in a clever way with lots of options, and a maximum of three moves per turn, so there 
is lots of backwards and forwards flow of play. A special die and spinner are used for making shots at goal 
and resolving penalties, and dice are used to resolve tackles, with defender pieces having an advantage. 
Well regarded game which gives a good feel for the sport. Includes a neat electronic timer for timing each 
half.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 2 2 8
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StreetSoccer Good excellent £10.00
Five-a-side soccer game played on a 10x6 gridded board with little wooden men. On your turn you roll a dice 
to determine your movement points which you can then use to move your players and kick the ball. While 
getting good dice rolls helps, making good use of your movement points to make the correct passes and 
position players appropriately is also important. The game plays quickly and moves are quick, keeping the 
action level high.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 2 2 8

Techno Witches In shrink £13.00
Race game in which the players are broomstick-flying witches and wizards. The game uses a clever system 
where players select curved path sections and play them in sequence next to their planning board. This is 
done one piece at a time, and as an alternative to taking another curve section you can fly, which means you 
play out all your planned pieces in order. Hopefully these can be played without crashing into any obstacles 
or other witches and wizards. Very neat system, with a variety of race scenarios suggested.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 4 2,3,4 8

That's Life! Good £10.00
Also known as "Verflixxt". Dice based game in which players roll and move one of their playing pieces along 
a track. However, the track is made up of tiles which have various values - some positive, some negative, 
and some which can make a negative tile positive. When moving off a tile if there is no other playing piece 
on it then you must take the vacated tile for good or ill. There are some neutral blocking pieces which help 
stop players rushing ahead and taking the good tiles, and also give you a chance to get off bad tiles safely. 
Light but fast moving and fun. American version is called "That's Life".

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 6

The World Cup Card Game 2010 Good £3.50
Card game tied into the 2010 Soccer World Cup, and a follow-up to the same designer's World Cup board 
game. The teams in the 2010 World Cup Finals are arranged by group, with the weaker teams have 
restrictions on the action cards which can be played onto them. Action cards are played onto the teams and 
then resolved to determine which teams advance. This is repeated with slight differences each round until 
the winning team is determined.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 8 2,3,4,5,6,

7,8
6

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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